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SPECIAL BRANCH
Special Report

SUBJECTiiish

Makienal_Liberatio 1. The following information has been received from a reliab

Solidarity front
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2. "On Sunday, 24 January 1971, between 1930 irs and 2230 hours,

a private me. the Irish Irrational Lib* on Solidarity Front

was held in an upstairs room at the Marquis of Clanricarde'
ikablialouse, Sussex Gardens, W2. The meeting was chaired by Privacy

Privacy and there were 21 persona present.

3. The meeting opened with an apology fromi Privacy at the absence

of Xd DAVOREN who was "away for a week".

4. Privacy gave the sales figures of the 'Irish Liberation

Press' O447iile past week; sales bad amounted to £84, £16 short

of the target of £100 a week* During the weekend be and other members

had gone to Birmingham and Coventry sad had sold about 500 copies.

Members would be selling the paper in the coming week and on

Thursday, 28 January, they would stick 5000 posters in the London

area protesting at the imprisonment of Irish Political Prisoners

in English prisons. (No details given).

5. There followed a film on the Spania Civil War showing- how the

workers of Spain bad united to fight the menace of Fascism.

DIBOUSOLOU on the implications of the fiIn ensued after which

Norman TE_IS„ who took:a prominent rou in DAVOREN's absence,
read eAritcts from the 'Thoughts of Chairman Mao'.

4. At the conclusion[_f_rivacy_idirected a member (unidentified)
to attend Conwm_Nall_on_Friday, 29 January to report on a speech

to be given by! Privacy on his recent visit to China.

74. The following persons were identified as having attended the

meeting:-

a.

Privacy Xenon TX1P'18

Spatial Branch references are given in the attached Appendix.

Submitted

ChttisMepector
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APPENDIX to Special Branch report

on a meeting of the ;$441, held on 24.1.71

Privacy

Norman TEMPLE

Ed DAVOREN

Privacy

405/0-riv—a—C-Y-1

405A Privacy
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